

RED DRAGON-GREEN CRESCENT ERRATA: JUNE 25 2012


13.13  OMISSION: Chinese Sudden Death Victory Play stops and the Chinese player is declared the winner as of the instant any one of the following situations occurs: 

(The rest is not shown in the rule book but is given below)

Play stops and the Chinese player is declared the winner, the instant one of the following situations is created: 
1) There are no US CVN/CVX anywhere on the map. (CVN/CVX in the US & Allied Off-Map Bases holding box don’t count as being “on the map.”) 
2) Chinese ground units are simultaneously the only ground units on both Taiwan and the Spratley Islands. 
3) one or more Chinese ground units are the only ground units on Saipan/Guam. 


14.3  CHANGE to read:
 All other neutral country units are placed in their respective countries by the US player, except Myanmar, Russia and North Korea, which are set up by the Chinese player.  Exceptions follow:

* North Korea is considered to have two coasts.  The NK SS-type submarine units must be set up on one coast or the other, or both. They may only enter the sea area they are adjacent to (Yellow Sea or Sea of Japan). South Korea has no such limitation. 
* Phillipine units may initially set up on Luzon or Mindanao only.
* The Indonesian units all set up in Java.
* In the short scenarios (14.11, 14.12, 14.13) 
* India:1 x SS and 1 x CV/CVL must be placed in each of the Mumbai and Calcutta areas and all other SAG's are divided as equally as possible between those areas (East and West Fleets).  Remaining Air, LR Air, SSN's and SS can be placed in any Indian areas including Sri Lanka but not other islands.  India may also set up air units in the Indo-Pakistani War Holding Box (see 13.0).
* Pakistani naval units can be placed in either the Sind or Baluchistan areas as desired and are considered to be in port. Pakistani air units can be placed in either the Indo-Pakistani War Box or in either of the Sind or Baluchistan areas.

14.11  CHANGE second paragraph to read:
After selecting a timeframe and sorting out appropriate units, set up the Indian and Pakistani forces as per 14.3. The nominal "U.S." side set up and controls India, and likewise the "Chinese" side sets up and controls Pakistan.
AND the first sentence of the last paragraph to read:
Play continues for ten turns or until one player wins on the Indo- Pakistani War Table (see 15.5). 

14.12  CHANGE first part of first sentence of second paragraph to read:
* Set-up is the same as in 14.3,

14.13  CHANGE add to first sentence second paragraph to read:
US units, Gulf Arab units and Iranian units and set up as per the Table on the East Asian map.

MAP ERRORS

Map Op #11 says "Attempt to resolve a previously begun ground war in Korea or between India and Pakistan (see 8.13). 

The words "or between India and Pakistan" should be deleted. 
(This conflict on the subcontinent is covered in Op 37.)

TERRAIN IDENTIFIER KEY box:  The words NTRA HINA depicting Chinese controlled land area should read CENTRAL CHINA 


MARIANA SEA should be MARIANAS SEA

MAP VALUES:  A lot of island groups are missing their Air/Land stacking values. (If one reads section 7, you get the values but it's not printed on the map) They are:

Okinawa, Sri Lanka, Diego Garcia, Ras Karma and Singapore - 3 Air, 3 Sea, and 3 Land units each.

Spratley Islands - 1 ground and 1 naval unit

Addu Atoll, the Andamans and Seychelles - 1 Air, 1 Sea and 1 Land unit each.

The Nicobars, Maldives and Laccadives - 1 Air and 1 Land unit each.

(See 7.0 for more information.)

CLARIFICATIONS

1). For Scenario 2: China/Pakistan vs. India scenario. Can Pakistan/China use Op 16, to rebase aircraft to Pakistan if starting from Myanmar or any captured island? we assumed No since it was not stated in the rules. 

2). Same question above but can China/Pakistan player rebase aircraft to the Indo-Pakistan war zone? We said no again since it's not stated in the rules. 

You are correct; Pakistan may not base outside of Pakistani bases and China ourside of Chinese bases. 

